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First of all, if you're looking for one of the two main map files, they both start with map-b or map-d. Now, for your Map file,
you're going to want to have both the left side and right side of the map (as well as any region names). I always start with a
Region file for the left side and then add the Layer to the right side of the map for each region. So... if you're looking for the
North Region, I'd start by making a North Region file. Like so: REGION NorthName NorthShore NorthOceans NorthOn-shore
NorthArea NorthLand NorthWater NorthShore. The Next thing to do is to add the left side of the map to the Region (Region Left). Then go to File-New Map and add the Right-side. Then make sure to check the All Regions checkbox for the bottom of
the drop down. The last thing to do is to add the Layer to the map. Make sure to select the Layer (or find it in the drop down)
and select North-side. Then select Layer-Type and select region. Fill in the Region Name and set any other settings. You can
add multiple regions to the map if you want to and it will give a nice map border. I recommend putting the map on a transparent
background. If you want a nice map border with out the Layer, make a layer in the background for the right and left side of the
map. Then add the Layer to each side of the map. I can dig it when it comes to making maps, but I really don't know how to
easily make an infinite map. I think that I just don't have enough experience with GoMs. I also can't make a map in the
Namibian that has Region Names in it. It would be awesome if that was possible, but they would have to rename the map to a
few different things or I would have to make it in two or 3 different maps. This is the only problem I have with making maps
for this game. Other than that, making maps for this game isn't too hard. ðŸ˜ðŸ˜. So finally, I got a word count: 2095. I
wasn't really impressed with the quality of spelling and grammar. I used to be able to polish off a copy with no trouble, but I've
had my computer a couple of years and now it's been a while 3e33713323
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